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When Ford first released the sleek, high-performance Mustang in 1964, it was a success from the

get-go. Over forty years later, enduringly fast, classy, and relatively inexpensive, the Mustang

continues to boast a devoted following. Featuring iconic models from different eras in the Mustang s

glorious history, this wall calendar puts you in the driver s seat and sets you free on the open road.

BrownTrout is committed to sustainability.
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Average Customer Review:     4.7 out of 5 stars       73 customer reviews
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Fun calendars, especially for us, as the narrow side of our pumphouse faces our house and has the

exact profile of a one-holer. Consequently, we painted a half-moon on that side and the calendar

hangs beside a window that looks in that direction. A regular question from first-time visitors is, "You

don't really . . . ?" Knowing about the pumphouse, our son gave us our first Brown Trout Outhouses

calendar and we now buy one annually. Compared to other outhouses calendars, the Brown Trout

has more interesting outhouses and more interesting photography.

Beautiful pictures of the coastlines around the Wolverine state. Grew up in Michigan and spent lots

of time on the big (and small) lakes. Always enjoy the calendar every year. Brown Trout uses good

quality paper and the numbers on the calendar are large and readable from a distance so it's perfect

for an office. Almost as good as being at the Michigan lakes (without the mosquitoes!).

I've been getting Brown Trout Outhouse wall and desk calendars for years. The photos are great



and typically represent limited access locations. I've found nothing better and will continue using

them as long as they are available. Highly recommended. Art and a calendar combined. What can

be better. Plus there is the right amount of space to write daily notes.

....everyone with an outhouse--maybe!It's hanging in my Canada Outhouse right now. The pictures

are clear and sharp and mostly interesting. For the most part it doesn't look fake or photo shopped

like some outhouse calendars in my past.

This is awesome, because all of the cars are vintage. It's exactly what I was looking for, and I gave

it as a gift. The first thing he said was, "Cool! Do you know what the best thing about this calendar

is? They're all old cars!" A huge hit!

Beautiful Scenes of Florida Coast where we spend our Winters. Nice big blocks per day for notes. I

use it everyday to record daily weight and work outs.

sorry about all those folks caught up North in the cold and snow - this calendar warms the heart!

Call me crazy, but this colander is Nuts! I don't mean to tall tails, but this calendar changed my life.

Shipping got a little squirrely, but it turned out to be nut'n at all.
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